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“Teachers praise boys more than girls, give 
boys more academic help and are more 
likely to accept boys’ comments during 
classroom discussions…” 
- Myra and David Sadker, Sexism in the Schoolroom 



“Girls are less likely to take math and 
science courses and to participate in 
special or gifted programs in these 
subjects, even if they have a talent for 
them…” 
- Myra and David Sadker, Sexism in the Schoolroom 



Women are underrepresented in STEM 
occupations and hold only 26% of STEM 
jobs according to a 2013 Department of 
Commerce report.













Affinity spaces are locations where groups 
of people meet because of a shared, strong 
interest or engagement in a common 
practice, belief, or activity.
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“The best developed current theory of self-
directed learning (or “intrinsic motivation”) 
proposes a heuristic of increasing 
predictability…”  

- Seth Herd, Brian Mingus and Randall O’ReIlly, Dopamine and self-directed 
learning



“By doing what it says, code is logos. Like 
the King’s speech in Plato’s Phaedrus, it 
does not pronounce knowledge or 
demonst ra te i t – i t t ransparen t l y 
pronounces itself…” 

-  Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Andrew Lison, Fun is a Battlefield : Software 
between Enjoyment and Obsession



“It happens that programming is a 
relatively easy craft to learn…And because 
programming is almost immediately 
rewarding, that is, because a computer 
very quickly begins to behave somewhat in 
the way the programmer intends it to, 
programming is very seductive, especially 
for beginners…”  

- Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power and Human Reason



“The common ground upon which programming and gaming 
both rest is the double valence of fun: fun as enjoyment and 
fun as obsession. In both cases, fun is experienced via an 
encounter with power and its limitations – both, that is, the 
limited sense of power that enjoyment brings with it and the 
larger sense of power, both sublime and sublimated, from 
under which one obsessively attempts to escape. The 
harnessing of fun’s affective surplus perpetuates both this 
ultimate, conditioning power and the ‘fun’ it engenders.” 

-  Wendy Hui Kyong Chun and Andrew Lison, Fun is a Battlefield : Software 
between Enjoyment and Obsession







“The share of women in computer science 
started falling at roughly the same moment 
when personal computers started showing 
up in U.S. homes in significant numbers…” 

-  Steven Henn, When Women Stopped Coding
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Let’s Recap:

1. Mentors offer academic help, and accept comments and discussion


2. Tutorial content is written by female developers 


3. The workshop qualifies as an affinity space, and is better suited to bridge 
barriers of age, race, socio-economic status, and educational level


4. Dopamine directs learning and memory toward reward and reward predictive 
events


5. Coding is conducive to a double valence of fun: fun as enjoyment and fun as 
obsession


6. Coding is made accessible by providing background information and context 


7. Students are taken on a Hero’s Journey
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